






INTRODUCTION 

In 2005, Montgomery Archaeological Consultants, Inc. (MOAC) conducted cultural resource 
inventories for the proposed Alton Coal Development Coal Hollow (Sinkvalley-Alton Amphitheater) 
and Alton Amphitheater project areas (Stavish 2006, 2007). Combined, these cultural resource 
inventories resulted in the documentation of three historic sites, six multi-component 
prehistoriclhistoric sites, and 90 prehistoric archaeological sites. The Alton Coal Cultural Resource 
Management Plan (CRMP) addresses all phases of the potential effects to cultural resources in the 
Alton Amphitheater. This data recovery plan and research design will address the mitigation of 
archaeological sites inventoried as part of the Coal Hollow project area, Phase I of the CRMP. The 
Coal Hollow project area is located on private lands. 

The cultural resource inventory of Alton Coal Development's Coal Hollow (Sinkvalley-Alton 
Amphitheater) project area resulted in the documentation of one previously recorded 
historiclprehistoric site (42Ka2068), five previously recorded prehistoric sites (42Ka1313, 
42Ka2041, 42Ka2042, 42Ka2043, and 42Ka2044), and nine new prehistoric sites (42Ka6104, 
42Ka6105,42Ka6106,42Ka6107,42Ka6108,42Ka6109,42Ka6110,42Ka6124, and 42Ka6126) 
(Stavish 2006). Of the 15 documented sites, one site is not eligible to the NRHP (42Ka2124) and 
seven of the sites will be avoided by the current proposed undertaking (42Ka1313, 42Ka2041, 
42Ka2043,42Ka2044,42Ka6109,42Ka6110, and 42Ka6126). The remaining sites (42Ka2042, 
42Ka2068,42Ka6104,42Ka6105,42Ka6106,42Ka6107, and 42Ka6108) cannot be avoided by the 
undertaking and are all eligible to the NRHP under Criterion D. 

Briefly, the sites involved in the Phase I data recovery plan include a prehistoric temporary 
camp of unknown cultural affiliation (42Ka2042), a historic homestead and prehistoric lithic scatter 
(42Ka2068), a lithic scatter of Archaic temporal affiliation (42Ka6104), a lithic scatter of 
protohistoriclcontact period temporal affiliation (42Ka6105), two lithic scatters of unknown cultural 
or temporal affiliation (42Ka6106 and 42Ka6107), and a lithic scatter of Early Archaic temporal 
affiliation (42Ka6108). These sites are situated in the western portion of Sink Valley within the Alton 
Amphitheater and many of the sites exhibit integrity, spatial patterning, and good potential for intact 
subsurface cultural remains (Figure 1). 

The purpose of this data recovery plan is threefold. First, the data recovery plan serves as 
a research design to direct the archaeological investigations. This includes the identification and 
development of relevant research questions and the methods and techniques necessary to address 
these questions. Second, the plan outlines the methods and techniques that will be used during 
mitigation, in the laboratory, and during analysis of the data collected. Third, the data recovery plan 
addresses reporting results, curation, and dissemination parameters for all portions of the Phase 
I data recovery. Additionally, data recovery of the Phase I sites, as proposed in the Alton Coal 
CRMP, will allow for the refinement of archaeological research questions and methods for the 
potential subsequent phases of archaeological management of the Alton Amphitheater and Sink 
Valley regions. 

ENVIRONMENTAL SETTING 

The study area lies within the Grand Staircase Section physiographic subdivision of the 
Colorado Plateau (Stokes 1986). This area is characterized by a series of cliffs and terraces that 
rise from the Grand Canyon in Arizona to the summit of the High Plateaus in Utah. This section is 
bounded on the east by the East Kaibab Monocline, on the west by the Hurricane Fault, on the 
































































































































































































































